When Americans accidentally bomb Moscow, the president orders NYC to be nuked in order to prevent war.

The Story of the Manhattan Project

James Bond must stop an insane shipping billionaire from using nuclear submarines to destroy the world!

French nuclear tests in the Pacific result in the growth of a gigantic mutant creature. Can the Americans and the French together save the day?

"Gentlemen, you can't fight in here! This is the War Room!"

With the Earth in ruins after a nuclear war, the few survivors try time travel as a solution to their dire situation.

James Bond must stop an insane man with a bullet lodged in his head from destroying Europe with a nuclear bomb!

This miniseries was watched by over 100 million people when it aired, and ABC had to set up special 1-800 hotlines to calm people down afterwards.

Terrorists steal nuclear warheads from the US military but don't count on a pilot and park ranger spoiling their plans.

When friendly, decent, hard-working dirt farmers accidentally drink a barrel of nuclear waste, they turn into flesh-eating, cannibal kinfolk from hell.

Nuclear war wipes out humanity in the northern hemisphere; one American finds temporary safe haven in sunny Australia.

When scientists detonate a thermonuclear device deep within the Earth, they accidentally, uh, break the planet.

Match the nuke-themed flic with its clue!
Get the most right and win a prize!

Your team's name: _________________

A. Dr. Strangelove
B. Wargames
C. The Day After
D. Fail-safe
E. Them!
F. Godzilla
G. The Peacemaker
H. Fat Man and Little Boy
I. Octopussy
J. The Spy Who Loved Me
K. The World is not Enough
L. Thunderball
M. Austin Powers: International Man of Mystery
N. La Jetee
O. Woops!
P. Redneck Zombies
Q. Hell Comes to Frogtown
R. True Lies
S. A Boy and his Dog
T. Mad Max
U. Broken Arrow
V. Crack in the World
W. The Last Man in Brooklyn
X. The Mouse that Roared
Y. On the Beach
Z. Panic in Year Zero

James Bond must stop an insane Soviet general from instigating World War III, plus a circus!

A US Army colonel (male) and a Ph.D. (female) must track down stolen Russian nuclear weapons before they're used by terrorists

A family escapes a nuclear attack by driving to the countryside.

In a post-apocalyptic world, two men live together; one scarred, one not...and then SHE came along.

The tagline for this 1992 TV show was: "At Fox, we believe there are some things you just can't joke about. Fortunately, the end of the world is not one of them."

Would you like to play Global Thermonuclear War?

SPECTRE steals two nuclear warheads and holds the world hostage for 100 million pounds!

The current Governor of California makes his wife strip in order to track down nuclear warheads smuggled in the US.

Dr. Evil steals a nuclear warhead and holds the world hostage for 1 million, sorry, 100 billion dollars!

The Duchy of Grand Fenwick invades the US with bow and arrows and accidentally come in control of the ultimate weapon.

Nuclear tests in the desert result in the growth of gigantic mutant ants

A crazy cop seeks revenge of a vicious biker gang's murder of his family in an apocalyptic world.

After a nuclear war, women run the USA, but are threatened by infertility and mutants. Their only salvation is, of course, a man.

In a post-apocalyptic world, Don Johnson's only friend is a dog.